
❑ Signal strength

❑ Strong signal above EM material prism. 

❑ Signal strength depends on the lateral 

position of the sensor with respect to EM 

material. 

❑ Factors affecting EM signal:

❑ Greatest signal reduction observed with 

change in EM material dosage, volume 

(size), EM material geometry, & height of 

EM sensor above the slab.

❑ Negligible signal attenuation with 2-inches of 

water, snow, ice, or sand on slab surface.
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Reliable and robust technique to change 

concrete pavement’s electrical conductance 

enabling passive sensing of lateral positioning of 

autonomous vehicles (AVs) in driving lane for 

normal and adverse surface conditions.

❑ Adverse weather lane keeping.

❑ Autonomous vehicles have safety 

limitations during adverse weather. 

❑ Current AV sensors (GPS and camera) 

have lower positional reliability when the 

weather is poor or lane markings are 

obstructed by water, ice, or snow. 

❑ AVs don’t communicate with road.

❑ Vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) system only 

focus on roadside units or traffic lights.

❑ Roadway can be reliable sensor to 

supplement current AV sensors and 

improve lateral positioning even during 

adverse conditions by strategic 

modification of electromagnetic properties. 

❑ Strategic modification of pavement with EM 

material can create repeatable signature that 

AVs can detect for maneuvering and control 

of vehicle in both normal and adverse 

condition. 

❑ High signal attenuation due to EM dosage, 

prism size, EM material geometry, and height 

of sensors, all of which can be controlled 

during design to maximize signal strength.

❑ Adverse conditions of water, snow, ice, and 

sand have negligible signal attenuation 

suggesting robust idea to complement 

current AV sensor limitations.

❑ Passive Sensing: Create electromagnetic 

(EM) signature in concrete (or asphalt).

❑ Concrete slab made from normal concrete 

with notch of size: 1x1 or 2x2 or 3x3 inch2.

❑ EM material prism matching notch 

dimension with various material type, 

shape, and dosage were tested from 

different height and surface conditions.

❑ EM material modifies magnetic 

permeability of a section compared to 

normal concrete slab and can be detected 

by magnetic sensor.

❑ Surface conditions

❑ Normal: dry slab surface.

❑ Adverse condition: 1 to 2 inch of snow, 

water, ice, and sand on slab surface.

Methodology

❑ Testing factors at different expected 

signal level

❑ Three levels of expected signal strength 

listed below were tested to determine 

critical experimental factors.

High Medium Low

Sensor Height 6 inch 9 inch 12 inch

EM prism size 3x3 inch 2x2 inch 1x1 inch

EM Dosage % 2% 1% 0.50%

Shape of material Ribbon Fiber Powder

Adverse conditions:

Water/Snow/Sand/Ice
0 inch 1 inch 2 inch

EM dosage

Note:1 cm = 0.39 inches
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